DISCOVER

secret

AN AGE-DEFYING

LUMINESCE™ultimate lifting masque

combines invigorating antioxidants with powerful stem cell technology to
bring you a skin-firming masque that beautifies and hydrates—even after it
has been removed. Our unique formula comes from exotic botanicals found
deep in the wild forests of the Andes. These botanicals bind to the skin’s
surface and produce an instant lift while distributing moisture fundamental
to skin repair. Treat yourself to the luxurious pampering of a sumptuous
spa with this vitamin-rich masque.

Your skin plays an important role in the body—
it defends against viruses and bacteria; helps balance fluid and electrolyte
levels; and contains nerve receptors that allow you to feel sensations such
as cold or heat. Your skin is good to you, so why not be good to your skin?
Nutritional sugars found in the ultimate lifting masque are naturally
derived so that skin can best absorb its clarifying, restorative properties.
The patent-pending formula constructs a tridimensional matrix that
continues to replenish after the masque has been peeled away, providing
continuous nourishment. Using this masque regularly trains the skin to
keep its lift while structurally contouring your face and sculpting it back to
youthful perfection.

BENEFITS:
INSTANTANEOUSLY LIFTS WHILE PROVIDING
LONG-TERM HYDRATION
DEEPLY NOURISHES TO PRODUCE
SUPPLE SKIN
CONTAINS SPECIAL BLENDS OF
VITAMINS AND ANTIOXIDANTS
EFFECTIVELY DIMINISHES THE
APPEARANCE OF AGING
BOLSTERS THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
LUMINESCE™ SKINCARE SYSTEM
CONTAINS CUCUMBER EXTRACT
TO SOFTEN SKIN
GENTLY EXPELS CONTAMINANTS LIKE
BLACKHEADS AND BLEMISHES
CAUSED BY BACTERIA
TIGHTENS AND FIRMS SKIN

Designed to reduce the appearance of fine lines,
the ultimate lifting masque combines the powers of tara and chicory root
to lock moisture deep within dermal tissue. Because this masque gently
exfoliates, it casts off old skin to reveal a glowing complexion.
LUMINESCE™ ultimate lifting masque is a crucial component to any serious
skincare regimen. Rescue your skin from the showing the damaging effects
of aging with LUMINESCE™.

Made in the U.S.A. exclusively for JEUNESSE® GLOBAL
650 Douglas Avenue | Altamonte Springs, FL 32714
For more information, please contact 407-215-7414
JEUNESSEGLOBAL.COM

F E AT U R E S :
USES A PROPRIETARY TRIDIMENSIONAL MATRIX THAT LOCKS
MOISTURE INTO SKIN
DERMATOLOGIST DEVELOPED
CONTAINS NO ARTIFICIAL COLORS
USES EXCLUSIVE, PATENT-PENDING STEM CELL
TECHNOLOGY THAT REVEALS A MORE LUMINOUS,
FIRM, AND SMOOTH LOOK

KEY INGREDIENTS:

CHICORY ROOT
provides an immediate lift while locking in moisture
TARA
works in conjunction with the polysaccharides in the
chicory root to form a tridimensional matrix that
binds to the skin for maximum nutrient absorption

G O ODBYE , DRY, FL AKY SK IN.

hello, gorgeous.

LUMINESCE™ GROWTH FACTOR COMPLEX
restores skin’s natural luminosity with patent-pending
stem cell technology exclusively by Jeunesse®
CUCUMBER EXTRACT (CUCUMIS SATIVIUS)
a specially balanced emollient that provides the skin
with long-lasting hydration

LUMINESCE™ SKIN VITAMIN COMPLEX
a unique blend of essential vitamins designed to enrich
skin, including a stable form of vitamin C that
diminishes the appearance of age spots

U S A G E A N D A P P L I C AT I O N :
DIRECTIONS: Lather face with LUMINESCE™ youth
restoring cleanser. Rinse and pat dry. Apply a thin, even
layer of LUMINESCE™ ultimate lifting masque to face and

LUMINESCE™ skin care
products are designed to work together
synergistically. To benefit from an age-defying
skincare program, be sure to use the entire line
of LUMINESCE™ products daily.

neck. Wait 15 to 20 minutes. Peel off, then wash with warm
water to remove any remaining masque. Pat dry and apply
LUMINESCE™ cellular rejuvenation serum. Use once or
twice weekly.
CAUTION: Avoid contact with eyes. If contact occurs,
rinse eyes with water. Avoid exposing the product to
sunlight and extreme temperatures. Store product in a
dry, cool (20-25°c), and dark location. Color and
viscosity may vary due to high concentration of proteins
and growth factors in the product. Stop use and consult
with doctor if irritation develops.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food
and Drug Administration. This product is not intended
to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.
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